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By John Matthias

Carcanet Press Ltd, United Kingdom, 1979. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: N/A. Brand New
Book. This title of the American poet John Matthias second English volume suggests both continuity
and change. The first two sections continue the idiom of Turns (1975) and include many poems on
English themes. The two concluding sequences chart voyages across the Atlantic; they are as
extravagant, eclectic, polyglot, and original as his earlier experimental poetry, but more accessible
in their narrative and humour. D.M. Thomas wrote of John Matthias last book in the T.L.S., Turns
encompasses the order of art and the painful or grace-giving accidents of life; seriousness and wit;
America s present, Russia s Stalinist yesterday, England s distant past; experiment and tradition. Mr.
Matthias is eclectic, polyglot, often abstruse.But excessive virtuosity is forgivable in our stark poetic
scene, and I admire very much the way life - his own and other people s - presses into his poems. He
has something to say and a way of saying it. Turns is an exciting, richly promising collection .
Crossing bears out that promise.
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The book is fantastic and great. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the article writer create this ebook.
-- Am a ya  K ing-- Am a ya  K ing

I actually started reading this article publication. We have read and that i am confident that i am going to planning to study yet again once again later on.
You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Zoe Hilper t-- Zoe Hilper t
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